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Chapter 352 A Call From Father 

Trevor continued to browse the comments below the tweet for a while. 

 

Most of the comments were harsh, roundly criticizing Erick for his shameless behavior. 

 

Erick's reputation had been completely ruined by this matter. It would be very difficult for him to 

continue working in this industry. 

 

Trevor was very satisfied with the result. He was about to put away his phone when it rang. It was a call 

from his father, Ronald. 

 

As soon as Trevor answered the call, a hearty laughter came from the other end of the line. 

 

"Damn, Trevor! You really are my son! You managed to become the hottest topic on the internet 

overnight!" 

 

Trevor smiled and replied, "Dad, stop making fun of me." 

 

Trevor wished he could just expose Erick's shameless ways, while staying away from the public eye. 

 

Unfortunately for him, others took the lead and were the first to expose the matter. 

 

When Ronald spoke again, his voice was more serious now. 

 

"Trevor, do you need my help to deal with this coach called Erick?" Ronald asked with concern. 

 

Eastern University had just tweeted their decision on this situation. As a result, Ronald was still unaware 

that Erick had been fired. 

 

Ronald's concern warmed Trevor's heart. It was a feeling that only a family could provide. 

 

Trevor was silent for a while. Then, he replied with a smile, "Dad, no need. I have dealt with that coach 

by myself. There's no chance anyone will hire him as a coach in the future." 

 

"Ha-ha, that's good!" 

 

Ronald was really pleased with the news. 

 

Father and son kept chatting casually for a while. Then they talked about Trevor's generous assistance to 

the orphanage. 

 

At that point, Ronald's voice became a little serious. 
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"Trevor, you definitely deserve praise for your kind heart. But have you ever wondered how our family 

could be so rich? What I mean is that you will have to take care of more matters of the family business 

in the future. I will personally teach you the inner workings of business," 

 

Ronald said earnestly. 

 

The fact was that Ronald felt that spending money on purely public services, such as renovating 

orphanages and building schools, was not at all wise. There was no way to get a return on investment. 

 

It would have been a smarter move if Trevor had instead taken the initiative to build a new amusement 

park. That would bring substantial profits. 

 

Ronald then went on to briefly explain to his son, the result of the market research that his secretary 

conducted. 

 

The study showed that there were many wealthy people in Jork with exceptional purchasing power. 

However, there was no high-end theme park in the whole city. That was a golden business opportunity 

that Trevor could exploit. 

 

The more Ronald explained how Trevor could make his money work, the more Trevor understood how 

business worked. After a while, he already had plenty of ideas. 

 

"If such a park runs well, there will be a lot of post demands. In fact, in a few years, it might also provide 

opportunities for the children in the orphanage." 

 

Hearing what his son said, Ronald smiled with relief. His son was beginning to think like a businessman. 

 

"That makes sense. As you know, Trevor, our family is not short of money. We just lack opportunities to 

make our money work. The project is closed now. We shall build this park. At this stage, I don't want you 

to worry about the funds. Just think of other opportunities!" 

 

Trevor was amazed at how easily his father made decisions. In a split second, Ronald had already 

decided to build an amusement park. If Trevor was stunned at this point, what his father would say next 

would leave him completely speechless. 

 

"So I am investing five billion in this amusement park project," Ronald said. 

 

Trevor was utterly stunned. Even though he was used to being a rich man, the money offered by his 

father was still a huge amount in his eyes. 

 

Trevor wondered if his father was so casual about spending so much money just because he knew how 

to make money. 

 



In fact, Trevor had learned that since returning to Jork, his father had spent over ten billion dollars. 

 

Ronald spent colossal sums so casually, as if it were no big deal. 

 

When he said he would invest five billion in the amusement park project, he said it so leisurely as if he 

was talking about buying a pack of cigarettes. 

 

After a moment, Ronald's smiling voice rang through the phone. "Trevor, we need to re-select the site 

for this amusement park. How about we go inspect the place together in a few days?" 

 


